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The restaurant industry has been one of the largest and fastest-growing sec-
tors of the United States economy for decades.1 Restaurant corporations 
valued in the tens of billions, with CEOs earning multimillion-dollar sala-

ries, lead the National Restaurant Association,2 which has lobbied throughout the 
pandemic for a series of grants and subsidies for restaurant owners while simul-
taneously lobbying against any wage increases for their workers and maintaining 
the lowest-paid workforce in the United States.3 As the restaurant industry — both 
owners and workers — continue to struggle throughout the COVID-19 pandemic, 
Congress is now considering allocating tens of billions more dollars in taxpayer 
funds to restaurant owners with no requirements about worker pay or treatment, 
while they have simultaneously maintained the federal minimum wage for tipped 

restaurant workers at just $2.13 an hour.
Prior to the pandemic, the U.S. restaurant industry 

was one of the largest and fastest-growing sectors in the 
nation’s economy, employing over 13 million workers.4 
The workers in this large and growing industry were and 
still are some of the lowest-paid workers in the country.5 
Low wages in the industry are by design. The submini-
mum wage for tipped workers, still just $2.13 an hour, is 
a direct legacy of slavery and is still central to too many 
restaurants’ business plans to this day.6

The restaurant industry’s two-tiered wage system 
continues to be a source of economic instability, sexual 
harassment, and racial inequity for millions of workers, 
a majority of whom are women and disproportionately 
women of color.7 In the 43 states that allow for a sub-
minimum wage for tipped workers, poverty rates and 
reliance on food stamps are twice as high as the general 
workforce.8 Meanwhile, instances of sexual harassment 

are twice as likely to occur in states that allow the federal subminimum wage of 
$2.13 an hour as in the 7 states that offer a full minimum wage with tips on top.9

1 | OVERVIEW
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KEY FINDINGS 

1 |  Restaurant owners have received over $73.2 billion in federal relief in the form 
of forgiven loans and grants to help them survive the pandemic. 

2 |  The relief provided to restaurant owners on average was 30 times higher than 
relief provided to average workers, who struggled just as much, if not more, 
throughout the pandemic. 

A.  To help them face the challenge of keeping their businesses afloat dur-
ing the pandemic, restaurant owners had access to three different federal 
relief programs: the Paycheck Protection Program, the Restaurant Revi-
talization Fund, and the Employee Retention Tax Credit. If they were able 
to access all three programs at their average amount awarded, an average 
restaurant owner with fewer than 500 employees could have obtained a 
total of up to $775,439 in grants, forgiven loans, and potential tax credits. 

B.  While they also faced tremendous challenges in paying their rent and feed-
ing their families, restaurant workers throughout the pandemic had access 
to two much smaller and harder to access federal relief programs: federal 
unemployment insurance and a stimulus cash payment. In May 2021, One 
Fair Wage estimated that only 56 percent of initial unemployment claims 
reached workers several months after the onset of the pandemic.10 Nearly 
two-thirds of workers surveyed reported that they faced challenges obtain-
ing benefits.11 If they were able to access the full amount of both programs, 
a restaurant worker could have obtained at most a total of $26,300 over 74 
weeks (a year and a half) in additional assistance.12 

3 |  Lack of relief and stagnant wages have forced a mass exodus, particularly from 
states that allow a subminimum wage for tipped workers. Throughout the pan-
demic, the federal minimum wage has remained at $7.25 an hour, and the federal 
subminimum wage for tipped workers has remained at $2.13 an hour — where it 
has been stuck for over 30 years.13 Workers received comparatively little access 
to relief compared to restaurant owners, and their wages remained stagnant 
while tips decreased due to a decline in sales and health risks, hostility, and 
harassment increased.14 Throughout the pandemic, 1 million workers have left 
the restaurant industry, unwilling and unable to tolerate poverty wages any 
longer.15 Of those who remain, 53 percent say they are leaving, and 76 percent 
say the only thing that will make them return to work in restaurants is a full, 
livable wage with tips on top.
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4 |  In response to the exodus, thousands of restaurants nationwide are raising 
wages — making the hospitality sector the only one in which inflation has not 
outpaced wage increases. In response to the staffing crisis, One Fair Wage has 
tracked nearly 3,000 restaurants now paying a full wage with tips on top in the 
43 states that allow a subminimum wage.16 In fact, the hospitality sector has 
experienced the highest increase in wages of any sector, because wages have 
started out lower than any other sector. Thus ,the hospitality sector is the only 
sector for which inflation has not erased the gains of their wage increases.17

Given both the inequities of the relief between 
owners and workers, and the fact that so many 
restaurant owners are now transitioning to a full, 
livable wage to recruit staff, any additional re-
lief provided by Congress to restaurant owners 
should be coupled with minimum wage increases 
or conditioned upon employers providing One 
Fair Wage, as so many restaurant owners are al-
ready doing. 
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At the beginning of the COVID-19 pandemic, the National Restaurant As-
sociation (NRA), led by the industry’s largest corporate restaurant chains, 
successfully lobbied to obtain billions in relief funds for their businesses 

with no restrictions around worker pay or treatment. The 2020 Coronavirus Aid, 
Relief, and Economic Security Act (CARES Act) includes the Paycheck Protection 
Program (PPP).18 This program gave businesses loans that would be forgiven, in 
part, if proceeds were used primarily for payroll costs. Up to 40 percent of PPP 
loans could be used for payments not associated with payroll costs, including in-

terest on mortgages, rent payments on leases, and utility 
payments based on spending levels prior to February 
15, 2020.19 The CARES Act also provided businesses with 
the Employee Retention Tax Credit (ERTC), a tax credit 
that refunded businesses with 100 or fewer employees 
50 percent on wages up to $10,000 paid per employee 
for 2020.20

After many independent restaurants faced challeng-
es accessing PPP loans and continued to struggle with a 
decline in sales, they joined forces with the NRA to lobby 
for unencumbered cash grants and subsidies for inde-
pendent restaurants.21 In 2021, the American Rescue Plan 
Act not only increased PPP loan aid in the 2021 American 
Rescue Plan Act; it also created the Restaurant Revitali-
zation Fund (RRF),22 which gave cash assistance grants 

to completely cover a restaurant’s losses in 2020, with no restrictions regarding 
employment numbers, wages, and conditions. The RRF grants were completely 
forgiven if used on approved spending (which included payroll costs, payments on 
business mortgage obligations, business rent payments, business debt service, 
business utility payments, maintenance expenses, construction of outdoor seat-
ing, business food and beverage expenses, covered supplier costs, and operating 
expenses) by 2023.23 The American Rescue Plan Act also expanded the ERTC to give 
employers up to $21,000 in tax credits per employee over 2020 - 2021.24

Analysis of Small Business Association data shows that during the COVID-19 
pandemic, restaurants received over $61.8 billion in Paycheck Protection Program 
loans, of which $46 billion has already been forgiven, and the RRF provided $26.9 

2 |  RESTAURANT OWNERS HAVE RECEIVED 
MORE THAN $73 BILLION IN RELIEF
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billion in grants. The average PPP loan was $107,228, with the average amount 
forgiven being $100,881, while the average RRF grant dispersed was $277,448.25 
On top of these funds, examination of the U.S. Department of Labor’s Bureau of 
Labor Statistics’ Quarterly Census of Employment and Wages (QCEW) shows that 
on average, a business could potentially be eligible for up to $397,190 in tax cred-
its over 2020—2021.26 Table 1 outlines the total amounts of these potential grants. 

Total amount of PPP loans  $61,813,206,067

Total amount of PPP loans forgiven $46,274,722,720

Total RRF distribution  $26,940,782,808

TOTAL amount of RRF grants and forgiven $73,215,505,528 
PPP loans distributed to businesses

Average PPP loan  $107,228

Average PPP loan amount forgiven  $100,881

Average RRF $277,448

Average Potential ERTC  $397,190

TOTAL potential amount the average $775,519 
restaurant could obtain

TABLE 1

COVID Relief Loans and Funds Granted to Restaurants

Source: One Fair Wage analysis of Small Business Association (SBA) data.27
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In the first year of the pandemic, many restaurant workers found themselves 
locked out of the unemployment benefits offered in the $2 trillion federal stimu-
lus relief package.28 From that package, the average business owner received 

tens of thousands of dollars in loans and grants29 while workers received, at most, 
$3,200 in stimulus checks.

The CARES Act and the American Rescue Plan gave workers a combined po-
tential of 74 weeks of unemployment insurance, totaling at most up to $23,100 
in extended benefits on top of the base unemployment insurance weekly ben-
efit.30 However, to be eligible for state unemployment insurance, workers were 
required to submit a minimum amount of hours worked or minimum amount of 
wages earned over a specific “base period” — usually a time frame equal to one year 
(though this varies state by state).31 In June 2020, two-thirds of service workers 
who applied to the One Fair Wage Service Workers’ Relief Fund noted challenges 
in accessing unemployment insurance; many noted that they were deemed ineligi-

ble due to their subminimum wage.32 Subminimum wage 
workers’ dependence on tips left them vulnerable to in-
cidence of wage theft and under-reported cash tips that 
led to workers receiving smaller weekly unemployment 
benefits or even being denied these benefits outright. In 
the case of employers under-reporting restaurant work-
ers’ tips, workers only qualified to receive part of their 
salary or appeared to earn “too little” and thus failed to 
qualify for unemployment insurance altogether.33

In May 2021, One Fair Wage estimated that only 56 
percent of initial unemployment claims reached work-
ers several months after the onset of the pandemic.34 
For tipped workers, meeting unemployment insurance 
criteria, and especially the outdated minimum earnings 
threshold, was a complicated and an often impossible 

feat during an already challenging time. In emails and social media posts in spring 
2020, hundreds of tipped workers told One Fair Wage that their challenges ob-
taining unemployment insurance made them realize that they never should have 
accepted a subminimum wage at all. 

Facing great challenges in obtaining unemployment insurance, millions of work-

3 |  RESTAURANT RELIEF 
LEFT WORKERS BEHIND
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ers returned to working in restaurants in the summer of 2020. In fall 2020, tipped 
workers reported that their tips had declined, while health risks, customer hostility, 
and sexual harassment had increased.35 When asked to enforce social distancing, 
mask rules, and COVID vaccination card rules on the same customers from whom 
they had to get tips to survive, workers reported that their tips decreased even 

further36 — a key breaking point for millions of workers. 
Throughout the pandemic, the federal minimum wage 

has remained at $7.25 an hour, and the federal submini-
mum wage for tipped workers has remained at $2.13 an 
hour, where it has been stuck for over 30 years. These 
workers’ subminimum wages, combined with a limited 
safety net — or no safety net at all — has made a difficult 
job unbearable and, in practicality, these jobs have be-
come economically infeasible for workers to take or stay 
in. Since December 2019, nearly 1 million workers have 
left the restaurant industry37 and 53 percent of those 
who remain say they are leaving.38 Among all workers sur-
veyed that are considering leaving their restaurant job, 
76 percent cited low wages and tips as the main reason 
for leaving the industry and 78 percent reported that a 
full, livable wage would make them stay (40 percentage 
points higher than any other reason).39

Workers are making it clear that they will not return to an industry that refuses 
to pay competitive wages.40 If the subminimum wage for tipped workers persists, 
the restaurant industry is unlikely to recover from its growing labor crisis, regard-
less of how much money the federal government hands out to business owners. 
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In response to the massive worker exodus, One Fair Wage has been tracking restau-
rants in all 43 states that allow for a subminimum wage for tipped workers — now 
offering workers a full, livable wage with tips on top in order to recruit staff. In 

total, by observing data from job posting sites, One Fair Wage has tracked 3,000 
restaurants now paying a full, livable wage with tips on top in 43 subminimum wage 
states.41 These restaurants are demonstrating that it is possible to pay livable wages 
and should be supported in their efforts to recruit staff by limiting relief to these 
responsible employers. Providing all restaurants with relief regardless of their pay 

and treatment of workers places these responsible restaurant owners at 
a competitive disadvantage to restaurant owners, particularly large cor-
porate chains, persisting with a subminimum wage for tipped workers. 

Providing restaurant relief without requiring that these restaurants 
raise their workers’ wages would not be effective, since the establish-
ments cannot recruit staff, fully reopen, and survive if they continue to 
use a business model that has not changed since Emancipation. Con-
tinuously funding business owners while neglecting to support workers 
widens the already significant poverty gap and will not economically 
revive this industry. Restaurant owners have received tens of billions 
of dollars in aid, addressing their challenges during the pandemic, 

while the federal subminimum wage for tipped workers, who also struggled during 
the pandemic, has not increased in decades. Almost no other industry is allowed to 
pay workers so little. Now, facing the greatest staffing crisis of any industry, res-
taurants are hemorrhaging staff due to decades of uncompetitive labor practices. 

The COVID-19 crisis and lack of funding for tipped workers, many of whom 
are frontline workers in restaurants, reveal how critical it is for federal and state 
policy to be enacted requiring One Fair Wage — a full minimum wage with tips on 
top. Restaurant workers, on top of earning a subminimum wage and facing health 
risks, lower tips, and sexual harassment brought on by the pandemic, are leaving 
the industry in record numbers — and they may not be coming back.42 If thousands 
of restaurants are now raising wages to recruit staff, they should be rewarded.

4 | CONCLUSION

If members of Congress and state legislators are considering providing more 
taxpayer-funded restaurant relief, they must simultaneously ensure these 
restaurants’ employees receive a full, fair, livable wage with tips on top. 
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Using data on Paycheck Protection Program (PPP) loans and Restaurant Re-
vitalization Fund (RRF) grants released by the Small Business Association 
(SBA), One Fair Wage (OFW) was able to analyze the funds distributed 

to businesses in the restaurant industry. OFW used the most recent PPP data 
uploaded by the SBA on January 4, 2022, and RRF data uploaded by the SBA on 
August 18, 2021. 

To isolate data on the restaurant industry, OFW restricted the PPP data to loans 
awarded to businesses with NAICS codes between 722330 and 722515.43 While the 
SBA used NAICS codes to categorize the PPP loans, they used a different clas-
sification for the RRF data, electing to define businesses by “Restaurant Type.” 
Given this loose classification system, OFW removed funds for businesses defined 
exclusively as “caterers” in order to mirror the methodology used to analyze PPP 
loan data. 

Determining the average number of workers per establishment from BLS QCEW 
data — according to the establishment size eligibility requirements for the ERTC 
in 2020 and 2021 — OFW was able to calculate the average potential tax credit 
amount an establishment could receive from this program. The analysis for the 
ERTC mirrored that of the PPP loans and RRF distributions, excluding data on 
caterers (NAICS 722300).

appendix 1 |  METHODOLOGY

onefairwage.org

food.berkeley.edu
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